
Protest in the Streets


As I tried to put together a playlist of protest music that speaks to what is going on in the 
streets of America's cities this week, I found two things to be true.  First, it is nearly impossible 
to create a playlist that represents this type of music and that I can also play in a classroom 
context (because of the explicit language that suffuses much of this music).  But even more 
fundamentally, as I listened to Future, Nipsey Hussle, and Kendrick Lamar, I came to see that 
originally, hip/hop and rap music are themselves, essentially forms of protest.


So here, instead of creating a playlist with so many words "bleeped" out that the songs are 
unrecognizable, I have assembled three web links to different types of scholarship and 
commentary, spanning approximately 20 years, all of which speak about rap music in its social 
context.   


1995 - 	Rap Music as Protest - A Rhetorical Analysis of Public Enemy's Lyrics


https://digitalscholarship.unlv.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1582&context=rtds


This is a full fledged Masters Thesis (87 pages in length).  It offers a truly in depth analysis of 
every aspect of what it means to look at music as a form of protest, and how a penetrating 
study of one artist can reveal larger truths about music and society.  


2005 -  Protest into Pop: Hip-hop’s Devolution into Mainstream Pop Music and the 
Underground’s Resistance


https://preserve.lehigh.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1005&context=cas-lehighreview-vol-13


This is an article exploring some of the tensions that hip-hop has faced as a result of its 
commercial success.  The author distinguishes here between rap - which is associated with the 
departure from hip-hop's origins in social criticism in search of purely commercial success - 
and the artists who prefer to go "underground" and stay true to hip-hop's roots in social 
protest.


2017 - Rap: A Form of Protest (blog post) 


https://medium.com/@jcosti2/rap-a-form-of-protest-210b75d20ffe


This blog post looks back at Tupac Shakur as a exemplar of an artist speaking to social issues 
and pressures on American blacks - pressures both from outside and inside of the community.  


Look at any of these and write me a short email about what you think, what you notice, what 
you learned.  (You don't have to read the whole thesis - you can browse its contents and get a 
sense of its scope).  


The only piece of music I am posting as part of this topic is a video of jazz artist Billie Holiday 
singing a famous and horrendously graphic song about lynching in the American South - 
"Strange Fruit".  Although the video is from 1959, the song was written for her in 1937.  


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-DGY9HvChXk
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